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CASE STUDY

The Situation 

Insurer’s Administrative Corporation (IAC), a third-party administrator of health plan benefits, was in 

need of a HIPAA-compliant processing solution that would reduce the cost of handling and storing paper, 

as well as manage the workflow of claims to and from their Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) 

networks. IAC’s client base includes fully insured individuals and small groups, international businesses, 

self-funded groups and hourly contractors. Benefits administration for these groups produces large 

amounts of paper claims requiring manual processing, routing and storage.

The Solution 

IAC chose HeC to manage the processing and data capture of all of their medical insurance claim forms, 

and to provide electronic connectivity to their PPO’s and clearinghouses. The HeC process drastically 

reduced manual processing and routing of claims.

HeC’s process includes the following steps:

The Result 
“We are very impressed with HeC’s products and services,” says Norm Ziesman, vice president of 

operations for IAC. “They are very accommodating, quick to diagnose and resolve issues, and are always 

available. Overall, they are great to work with.”

Health eConnex processes approximately 75,000 transactions a month for IAC and the system is fully 

scaleable to accommodate future growth for the organization. The benefit for IAC has been improved 

efficiency and service. “Since implementing HeC’s solutions, we are saving well over $1 million per year,” 

says Ziesman. Twenty percent of that comes from productivity gains. We have eliminated data entry, filing 

and storage space; reduced mail handling; and improved information / image availability and processing 

efficiency. All of these play a part in the overall savings.” 
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•  Mailroom – opening, sorting, prepping.
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•  Eligibility determination

•  PPO connectivity and routing

•  Provider data scrubbing

•  Clearinghouse connectivity

•  Document management of scanned
 images and EDI files


